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PIPs and POPs' The Reduction of Complex Dynamical Systems Using
Principal Interaction and Oscillation Patterns
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Max-Planck-Institut fiir Meteorologie,Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany
A general method is described for constructing simple dynamical models to approximate complex
dynamical systems with many degrees of freedom. The technique can be applied to interpret sets of
observedtime seriesor numerical simulations with high-resolution models, or to relate observation and
simulations. The method is based on a projection of the complete system on to a smaller number of
"principal interaction patterns" (PIPs). The coefficientsof the PIP expansion are assumedto be governed
by a dynamic model containing a small number of adjustable parameters. The optimization of the
dynamical model, which in the general case can be both nonlinear and time-dependent, is carried out
simultaneously with the construction of the optimal set of interaction patterns. In the linear case the
PIPs reduce to the eigenoscilationsof a first-order linear vector processwith stochasticforcing (principal
oscillation patterns, or POPs). POPs are linearly related to the "principal prediction patterns" used in
linear forecastingapplications. The POP analysis can also be applied as a diagnostic tool to compress
the extensive information contained in the high-dimensional cross-spectral covariance matrix representing the complete second-moment structure of the system.

1.

INTRODUCTION

To gain insight into the behavior of complex dynamical
systemswith many degreesof freedom, a standard strategy is
to devise simpler analog systems which contain only a few
degrees of freedom but neverthelesssucceed in capturing the
principal dynamical properties of the full system.In the case of
climate modeling, some form of system reduction is essential if
one wishes to model the many interactions between the different climate subsystemswhich span many orders of magnitude
of different time scales. A high-resolution model, such as a
general circulation model (GCM), cannot be integrated long
enough to cover more than a small fraction of the time scales
occurring in natural climate variability, so that a trade-off
must be found between the number of degrees of freedom of
the model and the spectral bandwidth of the simulation. Apart
from the need to remain within finite computational restraints,
system reduction is also the standard approach to "understanding" the system.Various reduced systemshave been proposed,for example, to deducethe overall responsecharacteristics of the global climate system or to explain particular
phenomena,such as the E1 Nifio/Southern Oscillation or atmosphericblocking.
The simplest and most commonly used method of system
reduction is scaletruncation. The nonresolvedcomponentsof
the systembeyond the cutoff scaleare normally parameterized

mulated implicitly in terms of such interaction patterns. However, the identification of the basic interaction structures in
observed data or in the simulation data of high-resolution
model runs has often proved elusive.

In the following discussiona general method for constructing reduced dynamical models is introduced which addresses
this problem. The models combine internal linear or nonlinear
interactions within the reduced system with residual stochastic
forcing, both of which can contribute to the natural variability
of the system. The basic technique is straightforward: the reduced dynamical model is constructed by finding the optimal
model, within a given model class,which best fits the data in a
generalized least squares sense.In defining the model class for
the fitting procedure, the interaction patterns, parameter
values of the dynamical model, and statistical structure of the
stochasticforcing are not specified.The optimal model fit then
yields the set of "principal interaction patterns" (PIPs), the
model parameter values, and the (cross) spectra of the stochastic forcing. In the linear case the PIPs reduce to (damped)
normal modes (principal oscillation patterns, or POPs).
The approach may be regarded as a combination and extension of standard methods of expanding statistical fields
with many degrees of freedom in terms of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) or "principal prediction patterns"
(PPPs) and the autoregressivemoving average (ARMA) technique of constructing dynamical models for systemswith a few
in the form of mean interaction
terms and a residual stodegreesof freedom.
chastic forcing contribution. The latter can often be the domiEOFs yield an optimal representation of the covariance
nant term responsiblefor the time variability of the reduced
structure of fields at a given time, but they are not designed to
system[cf. Hasselrnann,1976].
In this paper an alternative method of system reduction is reveal the structure of the time evolution or the internal dyconsidered,based on the observation that the dynamical be- namics of the system. Principal prediction patterns provide an
havior of complex systemsoften appears to be dominated by optimal representation of the linear prediction of one field in
terms of another field [cf. Davis, 1976; Barnett and Preisendorinteractions between only a few characteristic "patterns". A
number of hypotheseswhich have been proposed to explain fer, 1987]. If the two fields represent the same physical field
climate fluctuations in terms of internal feedback processes taken at different times, the prediction represents a forecast,
and the principal prediction patterns therefore contain some
rather than short time scale stochasticforcing have been fortime evolution information. However, this cannot normally be
translated into an explicit dynamical model without further
Copyright 1988 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
assumptions. Although EOFs and PPPs can be used, and
occasionally have been used, to construct reduced dynamical
Paper number 8D0302.
0148-0227/88/008 D-0302505.00
models, they are not optimized for this purpose.
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ARMA methods, on the other hand, have been developed
specifically to construct dynamical models. In its standard
form [cf. Box and Jenkins, 1976; Kashyap and Rao, 1976], the
technique is basically linear and applies for systemswith relatively few degreesof freedom. The method can be readily generalized to nonlinear systems and to systems with timedependent model parameters. For many climate modeling applications, the nonlinearity and annual modulation of the
system are indeed essential characteristics which need to be
included at the outset in the formulation of the reduced dynamical model. The main restriction of such a generalized
ARMA approach, however, is still the limitation to a few degrees of freedom. The ARMA technique as such contains no
provision for projecting the full system onto a smaller set of
dominant patterns. This aspect is addressed in the present
study.
Although the primary motivation for the paper is to construct reduced dynamical models, the POPs technique for the
linear case may also be applied simply as a diagnostic tool
Oust as the ARMA technique can be applied to estimate spectra using maximum entropy methods). A complete description
of the space-time dependent covariance structure of a statistically stationary field requires the specification of the complete cross-spectralcovariance matrix for each frequency band
of the spectrum or, equivalently, the complete sets of complex
EOFs for each frequency. The POPs essentially identify those
regions of the spectrum which can be described by the same
patterns for an extended frequency interval. They therefore
provide a simultaneous optimization of the representation of
the second moments of the field with respect to both the spatial and frequency dependence.
Alternative techniquesfor combining spatial structure information with reduced time-dependence information have been
proposed in which an extended EOF analysis is carried out
for an enlarged set of time series, consisting of the original
time seriesargumented by a finite number of time-lagged time
series[cfi Weare and Nasstrom, 1982] or by the Hilbert transforms of the original time series [cfi Wallace and Dickinson,
1972; Horel, 1984]. The main differencein the POP technique,
compared with these methods, is that it ties the different patterns more closely into the structure of the spectrum (see also
section 4).
Another diagnostic application of the POP method is the
determination of the perturbation eigenmodes of complex
model systems, e.g., an ocean circulation model (E. MaierReimer et al., paper in preparation, 1988). If the model is
driven by white noise stochasticforcing, a POP analysisof the
responseautomatically extracts the system'snormal modes.
The general nonlinear PIP formalism is developed in section 2, while the simplifications resulting for POPs in the
linear case are discussed in section 3. The relation

2.

PRINCIPAL

are summarized

INTERACTION

proximating
(1)as a superposition
•) of m time-independent
principalinteractionpatterns,
q> = q> + p

(2)

where

•) = • zv(t)p•

(3)

and p is the residual error.
For this section and section 3, it is convenient to introduce
a matrix notation in which, in an extension of Dirac's bra-ket

notation, the structure of a matrix is depicted by left and right
delimiters, indicating the dimensionsof the left and right indices of the matrix, respectively.A transposed matrix is represented by a mirror image delimiter pair; a matrix multiplication contains two adjacent mirror image delimiters. Thus
the state vector q) is represented as the one column matrix
(I)ix= l cI)), the set of patterns p,, as the rectangular matrix
Pi,,-= ]P), the set of coefficientsz• as the one-column vector
z,.x=_(z) (or as the transposedrow vector (z)), and the sym-

metricaln x n matrixin (4) as Mij =lMI

(seeTable 1). Fol-

lowing standard practice, we shall replace the delimiter pair
representedby double verticals in matrix multiplications by a
single vertical delimiter.
The matrix form of (3) is then given by
IO> = Ip)(z)

(3')

The coefficients%(0 for a given set of patternsp• are determined, in the standard manner, by requiring that the square
modulus (pIMIp)
of the error p with respect to some suitably defined metric M is minimized. One obtains
(z) = (dl MIr P)

(4)

where I d) is the set of adjoint patterns to I P), defined as the set
of vectors within the space spanned by I P), which are orthonormal (with respect to the matrix M) to the set I P),

(dlMlp) = (I)

( = rsvp)

(5)

or explicitly,

Id) = Ip)(N-•)

(6)

(N) = (p l M I p)

(7)

where

In statistical applications,in which (I) is regarded as a particular realization taken from a statistical ensemble of states,
the metric M is usually chosen as the inverse of the covariance

PATTERNS'

Considera systemrepresented
by the statevector
(I)2, -.., (I),), whoseevolution is governedby a set of first-order
equations
dcP

- F(•)

attempt now to construct a simplified dynamical model
approximating (1) which involves a significantly smaller
number of degreesof freedom m, where m is perhaps of order
2-10. The reduction is carried out in two steps.
First, the dimension of the state vector is reduced by ap-

in section 5.

THE GENERAL CASE

dt

resolutionmodels,n is typically of order 10•-106, while for
observationaldata, n may be of order 102.

between the

complete cross-spectralmatrix representation of the second
moments of the field and the POPs expansionis consideredin
section 4. The conclusions

where F is some nonlinear, time-dependent function of (1) (the
time dependenceis suppressedin the notation). The dimension
n of the system is assumed to be high' for numerical high-

(1)

matrix

of q). If q) is Gaussian

and is defined

such that

its

expectation value vanishes,surfacesof constant <•IMI•>
in
q) phase spacethen correspondto surfacesof constant probability density.This choiceof M has the property that it maximizes the statistical significanceof patterns extracted from q)
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Notation

(Right) Delimiter

AssociatedDimension)
1

n, equal to the dimension of state vector ß
m, equal to the number of patterns Pv, v = 1....
dimension of predictand field W
Column

Vector

Vector Index
Notation

[•

Pi

Pil

Zv

Zvl

C

Cv

Cvl

P

Pi

Pil

q

qi

qil

Matrix

Index
Notation

Vectors
Bra-ket
Notation

Matrix Index
Notation

Z

rn

Definition

ItI))

state vector

Itb)

modeledstatevector

I p)
(z)
(c)
IV)
Ip)
I q)

error of modeled state vector
pattern expansion coefficients
pattern coefficients
predictand field
single expansion pattern
single projection pattern

Bra-ket
Notation

Definition

metric used for pattern expansion

M'

M.t3'

IMI

Pv
dv

Piv
div

Ip)

N
D

Nv•
Dv,,

(N)
(D)

q•,
K

qiv
Kai

Iq)
IKI

C

Cij

ICl

metric
metric

set of expansion patterns
set of adjoint patterns: (d/M/p) = (I)
(p/M/p)
linear

dt

- Gv(z;•, •2,'".

Yv)+ nv

model

matrix

set of projectionpatterns:I q) = I d) (D r)
predictand-predictor covariance matrix
predictor covariance matrix
IC-11KTIM' I

which are associated with specific externally generated "signals", as opposed to the internal background noise of the
statisticalensembleof statesß [cf. Hasselmann,1979].
In the second step of the reduction procedure, a set of m (in
generalnonlinear, time-dependent)evolution equations

dzv

used for PIP model error minimization
used for PPP model error minimization

(8)

The metric M of the scalar product in (9) may be defined
differently from the scalar product (4). For example, it may be
appropriate to choose the matrix M as the inverse of the

covariancematrix of 4), rather than
Substituting (8) into (3), we obtain

e = {(G)(p1331p)(G)
- 2(dOIMIp)(G)+ (•blMl•b)}

(10)

Variationof e with respectto czjand po,respectively,
then

is postulatedfor the coefficients%(0 of the expansion(4). The
reduced model (8) is specifieda priori only as a member of a
model class:the evolution equations contain a number of free

parameters
cz•,cz
2, -.. czv,
whichstillneedto be determined.
In
additionto thedeterministic
evolutionfunctions
Gy,theevolution equations contain an (unknown stochastic) forcing term
n•,,representingthe residual errors of the reduced dynamical

system.The classof model G•, must be specifieda priori in
accordance with some preconceived notion or hypothesis regarding the type of dynamical processgoverning the evolution
of the system.

yields as the determining equations for our model

1De
_0- (G)(p133rlp)
DG
_(•1•31
•,D%/J
(11)

2 D%
1

De

2 DIp)

51p)= 0 - {[(G)(pI- ( 4)1]I • 15p)(G)}

+ [(G)(pli•Ip)(4)13•1p)]
D'-•'
cS(z)
D(G)
} (12)
where, according to (4), (6)

The unknownmodelparameters
% and PIPs p• are now •(z) - (N- x)(•pI M I I O) -- (N- x)
determinedsimultaneouslyby minimizing the error

e= {($ - 4)1]•15 - (lb)}

ß[((•pImlp) + (plMISp)](N- X)(pI M I tI))

(9)

(13)

Equations (11) and (12) are in general nonlinear and can be

betweenthe rate of .change
4) = dq)/dtof the true systemand solved only by iterative techniques.In practice, the determithe rate of change•)= d•/dt of the approximate
system,
as nation of the optimal solution will be less forbidding than the
determined from (3), (4), (6), and (8), but without inclusion of

structure of the equations appears to imply. For a prescribed

the unknown noiseterm %. The bracesin (9) denote expecta- set of patterns,the minimizationwith respectto % can be
tion values (or, if the system cannot be regarded as a stochastic process,as the time integral over the period for which
the reduced model is applied).

carried out using minimization routines available in standard

libraries(thedimension
of the parametervector% is assumed
to be small).Conversely,
for given% the matrix equation(12)
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for the determinationof the optimal patternscan also be
Througha (complex)
lineartransformation,
the form (14)
solvediteratively,for example,by considering
smallpertur- can normally be diagonalized(we shall ignore degenerate

bationsabouta reference
set of patternsand thenapplying caseswherethis is not possible).
We denotethe linearpatlinear techniques.For a linear model, (12) reducesto a terns,Pt,,of the optimal model after diagonalization,which
straightforward
matrix eigenvalueproblem(comparesection represent
theeigenmodes
of thelinearsystem
(14),asprincipal
3). The full minimizationproblemcanthusbe solvedby mini- oscillation
patterns.The POPs occuras complexconjugate

mizingiteratively
withrespect
to Pvand%.Alternatively,
the pairs,if theeigenvalues
arecomplex(dampedoscillations),
or
full parameter
set p,.,czjcan be determined
simultaneously,
as singlereal patternsfor real eigenvalues
(exponentially

usingrecentlydeveloped
adjointgradienttechniques
designed dampedmodes).
for optimizingsystemswith many degreesof freedom[cf.
Beforeconsidering
the POPs further,it is helpfulto relate
Nayon and Leglet, 1987].
thepresent
approach
to thealternative,
butessentially
equivaIt has been assumed that the class of models is formulated
lent, expansionin terms of principalpredictionpatterns
suchthat the optimalsolutionwhichminimizes
e is uniquely (PPPs).For this purpose,we introducea set of "projection

determined.This will generallyrequiresomerestrictionin the

patterns"[q) = qiv,definedby

form of the dynamicalmodel. For example,an alternative
Iq) = Id)(OT)
(16)
representation
equivalentto (3) can be obtainedby any linear
transformation
of thesetof patternswithinthespacespanned where[d)isthesetof adjointpatternsgivenby (6).
by the patterns.If the resultinglinear transformationof the
Equation (15) then takes the form
coefficient
vector% yieldsa modelwhichstill belongsto the
d
classof modelsdefinedby (8), the optimalmodelis clearly
(17)
dt I$) = Ip)(qlMl$)
definedonly to within an arbitrary linear transformation.In
this particularcasethe solutioncan be madeuniqueby reSince,
fora givensetof patterns
[p)(andnonsingular
(D)),
quiring,for example,that the linear termsin the Taylor exthe
patterns
I
q)
are
uniquely
determined
through
(16)
if
(D)
is
pansionof the dynamicalequationsare diagonal.For the case
given
and
vice
versa,
the
model
can
be
optimized
with
respect
of a linear system,the principalinteractionpatternsreduce
(D),asin the originalformulation
then to principaloscillationpatterns,whichare definedas the to thesetof parameters[p),
of
the
model
or,
alternatively,
withrespect
to thepatternsets
normalmodesof the system.Alternatively,the representation

[p), [q).The latterapproach
corresponds
to an expansion
in
canbe madeuniqueby introducing
the patternssuccessively,terms
of PPPs.
keepingthe previouslydefinedpatternsfixed when the next
pattern is determined.

Thegeneraltechnique
outlinedin thissection
canclearlybe
modifiedin variousrespects.
The set of adjointvectorsI d)

PPPsare normallyintroduced
in the moregeneralcontext
of derivingan optimallinearprediction
of a predictand
field
? -- W• froma predictorfield• -- qSi,usingan expansion
of
onlya finitenumberof predictand
andpredictor
(projection)
patterns[cf.Davis,1976'BarnettandPreisendorfer,
1987].The
dimensions
of W• and q5
i can be different.We denotethe field
W in matrixnotationas [ W). In ourparticularcase,however,
W -- lb,sothatthepredictor
andpredictand
fieldshaveidenti-

neednot be definedthrough(4) and (5), but can be determined
simultaneously
with the PIPs as part of the minimizationcondition on e. Furthermore,the modelcan be requiredto satisfy
additionalsideconditions,eitherrigorouslyor approximately,
which can be includedwith appropriateweightingin the defical dimension.
nition of the error functione. In most applicationsthe model
In thegeneralproblemoneseeksan optimalprediction
will be constructedfor a particular time scalerange.This can
be taken into considerationby passingthe originaldata
I W(t)) = I p)(c(t))
(18)
through an appropriatefilter. Alternatively,the minimizing
field? in termsof m constantpatterns
functionitself can be definedas a weightedintegral over the for the predictand
%(0-- (c)
frequencydomain (this procedurelendsitselfmost readily to P,,-- P•,,-=I P), v = 1, ... m, wherethe coefficients

of theexpansion
arederivedfromthepredictor
fieldq) by a

linear models).

projection
3.

PRINCIPAL OSCILLATION PATTERNS'

(c) - (qlMlO)

THE LINEAR CASE

The evolutionequations(8) for the reduceddynamical

(19)

usingrnprojection
patternsqv= qi,,= I q),v = 1, .... m
Thus

systemare givenin the linear caseby
d(z)
dt

I q') = I P)(qIMleo)
- (D)(z) + (n)

(14)

(20)

Thepatternsets[p) and[q)aredetermined
by minimizing
the mean squareerror

or, invoking (4),

e= {<'I'- ct'IM'I• - cI,)}= min
dt

- Ip)(D)(dIMleo) + residualforcing

(21)

(15) defined
withrespect
to some
metricI M'I -- M•'. (Thiswill

generally
differfromthemetricI•l-- •j in (9),introduced

where(D) = D[,,represents
a constant
matrix.Theelements
of in section2, sinceW• and •pihavedifferentdimensions.
How(D)correspond
to theparameters
%in thegeneral
formulationever,in ourapplication
wemaysetM' = l•).
of section2. Sincethe squarematrix(D) will normallybe
Thecondition
(21)aloneclearlydoesnotspecify
thepattern
nonsymmetrical,
thetranspose
matrix(Dr) = D,vis indicated sets I P), I q) uniquely,since(20) and (21) are invariantwith
explicitlyby an superscript
T in the followingdiscussion
to respectto an arbitrarylinear transformation
IP')= ] p)(L),
avoid ambiguity in the delimiter notation.

Iq')--Iq)(L-lr). However,
wemaymakethesolution
unique
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by requiring that the pattern pairs Pv, qv are introduced in
sequence(and, say, by suitably normalizing the patterns p,). In
this case,we needconsideronly one pattern pair, p,, q, -= p, q,
at a time and can thus drop the index v (i.e., we may replace
I P) by I P). The predictandfield ? is redefinedat each step as
the original field minus the field already predicted from the
patterns introduced previously.
The (local) minimization of e yields the relations

-<qIMl[-IKrl

2•lq)

+lCIMIq)<Pl]lM'l

--(plM'IE--IKI+

Ip)<qIMICl]lMl=O

where

and

I CI • Cij = {(PilPj)

=0

ward procedureis accordinglythe following' (1) determinethe
sequenceof PPPs by solving (32) and (33)' (2) evaluate the
linear model coefficient matrix D by inverting (16)' and (3)

diagonalize(14) by transformingto the (complex)eigenoscillations of the linear system(14).
The inversion of (16) in the second step is readily carried
out by making use of the orthogonality of the vector sets I P)
and I d). One obtains, applying (5)-(7),

(D) - (q I M I p)

(22)

(25) the field (I) is given by

equations for I P) and
(26)

ß = • A•,(t)p•(t)
+ complexconjugate

dA•
•-= 0

(27)

IK I P) -- 4"1O) = 0

(28)

(36)

where the complexamplitudesAv satisfythe standarddamped
harmonic oscillator equation

namely,

I Kiel) - X'Ip)

(35)

Although this approach is presumably the simplest when
dealing with purely linear systems,it may be more convenient
(23) to resort to the general nonlinear formalism when the linear
model is to be investigatedwithin a hierarchy of nonlinear
models in which the linear model occurs as a limiting case.
The dynamical model would then be formulated at the outset
(24)
in terms of a model which is diagonalized in the first-order,
linear approximation.
In the diagonalized referenceframe the POP expansion of

Multiplying(22) and (23) from the right with IM'l-•, and
(I riM I)-x, respectively,one obtainstwo coupledeigenvalue
I cj) = I MIq)

11,019

dt

if•A• = N•(t)

(37)

fl•, =rov + ip•
The residualforcingterm N.(t), frequenciesfl., and patterns

where

4' = (Ol C I q)
4"= (pIM'lp)

(29)

p• = pv(•)+ ip•(2)

(38)

(30)

are generally complex. For eigenmodeswith zero frequency

cot,,however,the complexconjugatepattern pair p•, p•* reducesto a single,real patternp•(•) representing
an exponen-

and

IKI =lC -•IKrlM'I

(31)

tially decayingmode --.exp (-- pvt).

In general,bothreal andimaginarypatternsp•(•),p•(2)will
Separation of I P) and led then yields the pair of eigenvalue
equations
I KIK

I p) - 41p) = 0

IK I KIcD - 4lc]) = 0

(32)

(33)

with the same eigenvalues

be continuallyexcitedby the residualcomplexstochasticforc-

ing N•(t). Each excitationpulsegivesrise to a dampedoscillation, in which the originallyexcitedpattern p•(•), say, is
transformed
into the patternpv(2)aftera quarterperiodn/2c%,
returning back to the original pattern with opposite sign after
another quarter period, and so on. Depending on the form of

the patternsp•(•)p•(2),the oscillationcanappearasa standing
4 = 4'4"

(34)

for I P) and Ifil). The values 4', 4" follow from 4 after introduction of a suitable normalization for I P), say, for example,
2"= 1 (equation (30)).

wave, a traveling wave, a local pulsation, or as various combinations of these. The general oscillation representsa damped
amphodromic wave of the form consideredextensivelyin the
harmonic analysis of tides or in the eigenoscillationtheory for
ocean basins.

In contrast to the nondynamical expansion in terms of
The matricesI K I • I - [I K I c -• I Kr I] [I M I] and I/• I
K[=[IC-•[]
[IK rlM'lKI]
in the eigenvalueequations EOFs, the amplitudes of different POPs are generally corre(32) and (33) consistof quadratic products of symmetrical, lated. This applies also for the amplitudes of a PPP expansion,
positive definite matrices, indicated here by the square parentheses.It follows that the eigenvaluesare real and positive and
that the eigenvectors are also real. The eigenvectors themselves are in general not orthogonal but are related to an
equivalent orthogonal set by a linear transformation.
The absoluteminimum of e is given by the eigenvectorpair
with the largest eigenvalue4, and the sequenceof predictor
patternsis accordinglygivenby the orderedsequenceof eigensolutions of (32) and (33).
To derive the POPs for a linear model, the most straightfor-

and it must be expected to hold generally for any expansion
procedure based on dynamical models. Even when the different system components are dynamically decoupled by transforming to normal-mode coordinates, as in the POP representation, correlations between the different modes are intro-

duced by the residual forcing N•(t) in (38), which cannot be
assumed

to be uncorrelated.

A more detailed discussion of POPs, in the context of a

meteorological application, is given by yon Storch et al. [this
issue].
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RELATION

BETWEEN POPs
EOF

AND CROSS-SPECTRAL

ANALYSIS

In applications to a multivariate, stationary, stochasticprocess(I)i(t), the POPs analysisis not only useful as method of
constructing optimal linear dynamical models, but also provides a simple diagnostic tool for compressingthe extensive
information required for a complete characterization of the
second-momentstatisticsof the processinto a manageableset
of numbers and patterns.
The second moments of a statistically stationary process
ß i(t) can be characterizedby the covariancefunction

or equivalently, by its Fourier transform, the complex cross

spectrum
Fij(co
).
The cross spectrum may also be formed directly from the
Fourier representation of the processitself,

(I)i(t)
=•4)i(60)
exp
(iwt)
dw

(40)

where(pj*(c0)denotesthe complexconjugate,and the reality
of (I)i requires

•bj*((d.))-•bj(-- (_.o)
Fo•w)= Fj,(--w)= F•j*(--w)

(41)
(42)

At eachfrequency
w, the crossspectrum
Fij may be diagonalized by transformingfrom &•(co)to the coefficientsc•(co)of
the expansionwith respectto the complex EOFs, e•(co) [cf.
Brillinger, 1981]:

qbi(('0)
-- E eiotc,.,(('ø)

(43)

where the EOFs satisfythe eigenvalueequation

• Fifl.•o,
= ;•o,
eio,

(44)

J

The set of variables c•(co)provides a completely orthogonalizedrepresentationof (Ih(t),

{c•*(ro)c
.(ro')}= 6•.6(ro- ro')•(ro)

crossspectrumis as complexas the response,clearly nothing
has been gained. However, it is the basic premise of the present dynamic model expansion, as in the general ARMA approach, that the dominant structuresin the spectrummay be
attributed to a relatively small number of dynamicalprocesses
representedexplicitly in the model, rather than to the external
stochastic forcing which is left as a residual after one has
identified the dominant internal processes.Thus it is assumed
that the residual forcing is white in the frequency domain, or
is at least smoothly varying, exhibiting no marked resonances
of the type representedby the denominator in (46). In this
case,the structure of the crossspectrumcan be characterized
by the (relatively few) POP patterns, the positions of the
quasi-resonancePOP frequenciesfit, in the complexfrequency
plane, and the strengthsand crosscorrelationsof the effective
forcing at thesefrequencies.
The advantage of the POP technique as a method of compressingthe detailed information contained in the complete
cross-spectralmatrix clearly comes to bear only for relatively
broad spectra containing many frequencybands. In the limit
of a single-frequency,very narrow band spectrum, the set of
POPs reducesto the set of complex EOFs at that frequency.
An alternative technique for compressingthe information
content of a broadband cross spectrum is to apply a complex
EOF analysis in the time domain to a set of time series consisting of the original time seriesand their Hilbert transforms
[Brillinger, 1981; Hotel, 1984]. This is equivalent to treating
the entire cross spectrumformally as a single-frequencyband,
i.e., to averaging over the (one-sided) cross spectrum. Both
techniquesyield similar setsof reduced patterns, but the POP
analysis, in addition, provides information on the frequency
structure of the spectrum by identifying the spectral peaks (the
POP eigenfrequencies)and peak widths (the inverse damping
time scales)associated with different patterns. In the limit of
the single-frequency,narrow-band spectrum,the Hilbert transform method again becomesequivalent to the POP and the
spectral EOF analysistechniques.

(39)

through the relation

{ck
,*(co)ck
,4•co')
} = Fo4•w)rS(w
- w')

tudes have simply been expressedin terms of the second moments of the forcing. If we require the same number of POPs
to describethe processas spectral EOFs, and if the forcing

5.

CONCLUSIONS

(45)

A general method has been describedfor constructing optimal reduced dynamical models for systemswith many degrees
Thus the spectrum2•(w), togetherwith the set of EOFs ei•(w),
of freedom. The technique combines the approach used in
may be regarded as the most compact complete representation
empirical orthogonal function or principal prediction pattern
of the second-momentumstructureof •it(t). However, the inanalyses,in which systemswith a large number of degreesof
formation content is still formidable, as a different set of EOFs
freedom are reduced to a few dominant patterns, with ARMA
and eigenvaluesis requiredfor eachfrequencyband.
methods for constructingsimple dynamical models from data.
The POP analysismay be regarded as an attempt to interBoth methods have been generalized to nonlinear and timepolate both the EOF pattern structure and the EOF energy
dependent systems.
levelsacrossthe frequencyspectrum.Translating (37) into the
The simultaneous determination of the optimal set of prinfrequencydomain and again using lower-casesymbolsfor the
cipal interaction patterns and the optimal dynamical model
Fourier transforms,the POP amplitude crossspectrum for a
describing the evolution of the PIP amplitudes yields a cougiven noise crossspectrum is given by
pled nonlinear eigenvalue problem for the PIPs and a standard minimization problem for the dynamical model parameters. The full nonlinear problem can generally be solved numerically by a Newton method, i.e., by iterating a local linear
(the quadratic productsmust be formed here usingthe nega- minimization problem.
tive frequencyamplitudesrather than complexconjugateamIn the linear case the PIPs reduce to principal oscillation
plitudes,since(41) and the secondpart of (42) do not hold for patterns, which representthe eigenoscillationsof the reduced
the complexprocesses
A.(t) and N(t)).
linear dynamical system.

{nt'(-w)nt'(w)}
{a•,(-w)a•(w)}
=(f2,,
+co)(f2•,
--co) (46)

Up to this point the secondmoments of the POP ampli-

As a diagnostictool, the POPs provide a smoothedrepre-
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sentation of the cross-spectralcovariance matrix of the full
systemin the frequencydomain. The extensiveinformation
containedin the completecrossspectrumis reducedto a finite
set of patternscharacterizedby a finite set of complexresonant frequencies.

Examples and applicationsare given in the papers of yon
Storch et al. [this issue] and E. Maier-Reimer et al. (manuscript in preparation, 1988).
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